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Località di partenza e arrivo: The starting point of the route can be reached from the villages of Libbiano, Micciano and Serrazzano,
along the dirt road that leads to the Monterufoli Reserve. Traces of mining activity, rugged rocky outcrops
of ophiolites, the Trossa stream set in a wild valley and huge forests are among the main features of this
route. Threading along an old cart road, you can quickly reach the ruins of the Botticella building and,
further down, the remains of extraction and storage wells. All of these remains can hardly help us, people
of today, understand the momentous, painstaking copper hunt and mining works carried out in this area.
The path will then go further down and the prickly juniper woodland gives way to cool woods with mixed
deciduous trees and high biodiversity, with stretches of typical gorge vegetation – black alder and yew –
particularly at the point the Trossa and the Linari ditch intersect. This is an amazing place embellished by
monumental turkey oak trees and large serpentine boulders. The route then passes closer to the old
Colleciurmoli mill and climbs northwards, with some spectacular views of the torrent. After passing the
crossroads leading to the conﬂuence of the Trossa and Secolo rivers (another extraordinary natural
environment) you will enter the fertile Grufoleto wood, dominated by turkey oaks. Climbing upwards you
will ﬁnd the Botro di Santa Barbara nested between suggestive steep walls. Some remarkable scenic views
may also lead to chance encounters with wild animals and with the traces of their presence (for example
the mouﬂon still roams these cliﬀs). After reaching Podere S.Barbara you will then return to the starting
point.

Points of interest
1. Car park, Start-end of the route: The Botticella mines and the
Trossa stream

Car park, Start-End

2. Reforestations conifers: Aleppo, maritime and black pine

Silvicultural aspects, Agricultural landscape
They date back to the 1950s with conifers of Aleppo pine, maritime pine and
black pine. They have taken the place of the former crops or pastures of the
old Monterufoli estate.

3. Viewpoint on the mining area of Monterufoli

Viewpoint

4. Ruins of the Botticella mine

Geosite - mining archeology
Nineteenth-century mining remains with the ruins of copper storage and
primary processing buildings
6. Panoramic point, garrrigue on serpentine

Viewpoint
Monterufoli has extensive outcrops of ophiolites, also known as green rocks,
here represented mainly by serpentine. These are ancient ocean beds that
emerged and arrived in the area following movements of the earth’s crust.
The arid or steep slopes are home to sparse shrub vegetation known as
garrigue, characterised by rare herbaceous plants with beautiful spring
ﬂowers.
7. 19th-century mining remains

Geosite - mining archeology

8. Mixed deciduous forest with high biodiversity

Naturalistic feature
At the conﬂuence of the Linari and Trossa streams, there are particular woods
characterised by the presence of habitats of Community interest with black
alder and yew trees. Somev very high turkey oaks are very remarkable.

9. Viewpoint

Viewpoint

10. Dipper, Grey Wagtail and stream fauna

Naturalistic feature
Two protected species that are very attached to unspoilt, undisturbed
watercourses with boulders and pebbles through which they move in search
of insects and aquatic invertebrates.

11. Viewpoint over Grotta Magna

Viewpoint
It allows you to observe one of the most spectacular stretches of the Trossa
torrent nestled between large gabbro boulders with crystal clear waters.

12. Viewpoint over the cliffs of S. Barbara

Naturalistic feature
It is not diﬃcult to ﬁnd various signs of the presence of the Reserve’s
mammals in this area, such as herds of mouﬂons on the steep cliﬀs and
traces of wild board on the ground and in the vegetation, as well as wolf
tracks and excrement.

